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PREFACE
The concept of social well-being is literally
helpful in many ways. 
No matter what type of way or path be pursuing
to achieve the sublime objectivity of course,
imparting knowledge or removing darkness, and
to bring society towards enlightened entity is the
precious, pious and constructive act “Work is
worship”. 
The sole and the most enthusiastic preaching of
ancient  “Holy Sages” is still relevant to us, and we
proudly admit that we have been offering and
entering our best input in keeping view that a
strong resolution and sustained coaxing can lead
towards our dream and objectivity. 
The trees and flowers of a garden have to be
trimmed to make it look stunning and appealing,
otherwise, the plants and bushes will go haywire
and spoil the beauty of garden, and won't reap
proper blossom. Similarly, a child has to be
pruned of its basic instinct, and trained in proper
manner, and in order to be beneficial to the
society. Obviously, KBS provides the right kind of
education to its people, keeping in view the needs
of society, not only in a sense that the great
professionals must be excelling in the field, but
also need to be proving good human beings.
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KBS liberally welcomed new
admissions within its potential
to cope the things prudently.
This year too its strength has
claimed up approximately 680.
All classes have two sections.
This is indeed an immense
responsibility on the part of
KBS.  

It is a dreadfully consequential
and convincing day of profound
tropical relevance meant for
every voters of peace and
harmony. 
Late ven. Pema Rigzin the
message of universal solace and
harmony has outlived his
physical existence and inspire us
to work consistently up to the
last breath of life.  
 We organized a short
condolence and religious
discourse program on 6th  May.

PINNACLE EVENTS
AT GLANCE
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New -Enrollment1. 2. A luminous candle of peace



S.No. Title Group

1 English Debate Senior

2 Nepali Symposium Senior

3 English Symposium Senior

4 Nepali Debate Senior

5 English Quiz Junior

6 Poem Compettition Senior

7
Handwriting
Competition

All

8 Drawing Competition All

9 Maths/ Science Quiz Senior + Junior

10 English Quiz Senior

Co-curricular activities are not only complimentary to the
academic accomplishments, but also necessary for human
excellence. Through which immature talents become
conversant to the crowing magnitude of the potential lies
within them. Recognizing the intrinsic worth of this very
essence. KBS offering a wholesome education based on the
principle of “A change in outlook”. 
KBS avails opportunities to get involved in such activities to
its scholars in order to lubricate their talent. 
The following list presents the whole picture of the year
activities:
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3. Co-curricular: The Big Picture
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4. Annual Day Function
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5. Children's Day and Teacher's Day

This day is specifically proposed for children’s bliss and recreation.
Our children are indeed embracing with inherent, natural talent and
potential exhibiting on the social platform for the reason, we did
organize a cultural, competitive talent show successfully. Prizes were
given to the winners. 

Teacher's day: This day avails an opportunity once in a year to our
children when they formally express gratitude and honor for the
teachers by offering flowers and presenting colorful programmes.

6. Volunteership

In March 2023, we warmly welcomed Ms.
Anne Friedriszik from Germany. We extend
our heartfelt gratitude to her for volunteering
at KBS for a duration of 4 weeks. Both the
children and teachers greatly appreciated her
company and valued her guidance during her
time at KBS Kathmandu.
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7. A Creative Outlet

This is a gripping pursuit embraced with the creative approach i.e.
Greeting Card Competition on the eve of important festivals,
Deepawali and Dashain. This effort got wide appreciation from
different nook and corner. The institution presented prizes to the
best three performances in both junior and senior categories 

8. Best Out of Best
KBS is not only managing the quantitative growth of scholars
successfully, but also acclaim, the quantity breakthroughs into
different tests and examination. 
Recently, our SEE scholars appeared into mutual examination
organized by 10 schools collectively and among 349 students Tenzin
Tseyang remains the topper (first position). We wish her every
success in her future career. 
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9. Successful SEE Examination

 SEE as a matter of fact, is a real test of our scholars after 10
years hard work, they have to submit the best input in SEE
examinations. This year too our scholars got good
percentage. 

10. Out door visit by our scholars

Man is spontaneously equipped
with infinite potential,  creativity,
drive and imagination. Our school
has twofold purpose, educational
and development of human
personality. They exist, first for the
preservation and storage of the
knowledge that can be accumulated
through chalk and talk pursuits
within the institution. 
But creative adventures in the field
of excursion, cast their influence on
the mind and personality of
scholars, for which we do organize
outdoor visits on different
occasions. This year too, different
classes from Nursery to class 10 are
to visit different cultural sites.
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11. Personal Development Training to teachers and parents

Our institution places a strong emphasis on the importance
of personal development for all stakeholders, including
students, teachers, and parents. To ensure clarity and
understanding of respective responsibilities, we have
diligently organized workshops tailored for each of these
groups this year. 



12. SCIENCE 
We have recently collaborated with an
esteemed institution (Himalayan Science
Centre) to introduce our students to pioneering
concepts such as Virtual Reality, Importance of
Science, Robotic Assemble and Drone fly. This
collaboration aims to broaden their horizons
and deepen their understanding of these
innovative topics.

13. SCOUT PROGRAM
This year, scout classes and training have
resumed following a two-year hiatus due to the
COVID-19 pandemic. Recently, students
embarked on a hike in the natural surroundings
of Kathmandu. They underwent training
involving various physical activities.
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14. ECO-CLUB
A cohort of students sharing a common interest
banded together to establish an Eco-club under
the guidance of their Environmental Science
teacher. Collaborating with class monitors, they
took charge of managing waste, particularly
focusing on the disposal of plastic bottles within
their class. They actively organized events on
World Environment Day and dedicated efforts
to raise awareness about environmental
conservation throughout the school.



15. A MOMENT OF
GRIEF
In the year 2023, we lost one of our
prudent members of KBS family
Mr. Chhawang Lama., the principal
at KBS Simikot Humla from 2008-
2023 A.D. It was an unbelievable
moment of shock. Nobody had
thought of such an incident so soon.
We observed an assembly of
condolence and closed the whole
activity of daily schedule at all three
KBS in Nepal for one day to offer a
tribute to the departed soul. we
consider this as a great obstacle in th
epath of development of our
institution. We all teachers and
students of all three schools pray
that may his soul rest in eternal
peace.
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16. TAEKWONDO GRADING
After undergoing six months of training, the Taekwondo Grading Exam was
held on March 18, 2023, conducted by the Taekwondo Master. The event was
graced by notable guests, including the Chairperson of Kathmandu
Metropolitan City-Boudha, Masters specializing in this martial art form, and
other sports enthusiasts. Students had the honor of having their belts
upgraded along with receiving certificates as a testament to their
achievements.



17. COMMUNITY POLICE PARTNERSHIP
A program was held at the school for the students of grade
6, 7, 8 and 9, 10 to bring awareness to the student on topic
of cyber crime. Inspector Pitambar Parajuli presented his
paper and powerpoint strongly on the topic and answers
some queries raised by students.
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EXTRA CURRICULUM 

18. VISIT TO GERMANY
It brings us great joy to share that our Principal,
Mrs. Karma Chezom Lama, accompanied by
her husband, Mr. Jyambal Lama, visited
Germany in October of this year. Her stay there
was immensely pleasant, and she was deeply
appreciative of the well-organized system,
technological advancements, and cleanliness
prevalent in the towns and cities she visited.
Mrs. Lama expressed that her trip was
incredibly enriching and fruitful. She extends
her heartfelt thanks to everyone for their warm
hospitality and cooperation during her visit.



A LAVISH THANKS
KBS family is thriving hard for its sustainable academic
caliber. Nonetheless the emergence of many unfavorable
situations, our pursuits are not only to educate the
underprivileged children, but also prepare citizens for
noble, meaningful and sublime objectivity i.e. peaceful
and harmonious society. Of course, the determined goal
is quite difficult, but your noble greetings and postulated
ascriptions will surely develop the iron grit required to
preserve sustainable resilience, even in the face of
overwhelming difficulties. 
Our judicious thanks always leap at to reach at your
threshold, for your noblesse oblige to cause and concern.

GLOBAL GEOMETRY YEAR 2030

MERRY CHRISTMAS 
& 

HAPPY NEW YEAR 2024
25th December, The day of forgiveness is globally
recognized. attributing towards peace and prosperity for
which your prolonged wait is going to be ended.
We extend our noble greetings: May this day touch in the
most delightful way where your aspirations touch the sky
and your hopes reach brighter horizons approaching you
with “Peace and Love". 


